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INTRODUCTION

Simplified design analysis methods for elevated temperature
construction sre classified ;md reviewed. The motivation for
the development of the simplified methods is tha c jst, both in
terms of computational time ana associated anginc-ering iabor,
when a rigorous accounting of time-a'-'psnaetu material be-
havior is combined with dstailsd two- and three-oimcinsionsi
geometric mcccis of acu^rr.snt operaisr.-j at alevatcd tempera-
ture. Thsse costs remain hij;r. in spitu or pignif leant acvancos in
finite clemant soitware au'ins >̂ D post ciccac". AM aJditional
motivatiny factor is the skill dc-mancisa of tha analyst in oraar
to produce reliable resu.-.s within a nonlinear framework.

Because the major impetus for Developing elevated temoera-
i.ure design methodoloqy curing the past ten years lias been the

.. Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBRj program, con-
siderable emphasis will bs pieced upon results from this source.
The operating charactaristics of the LMF8R arc such that
cycles of severe transient thermal "•stresses can be interspersed
with normal elevated temperature operational periods of siam-.
ficant duration, leading to a combination of plastic and creep
deformation.

Here the various simplified methods are orc.anized into two
.general categories, depending upon whether it is the material,
or constitutive, modal that is reduced, or the geometric model-
ing that is simplified. Because the elastic representation of
material behavior is so prevalent, an entire section is devoted
to elastic analysis rr.-jtheds. Finally, the validation of the
simplified procedures is discussed.

The current design by analysis approach embraced by '.he
elevated temperature code case [11 of the ASMS Bciisr r.r.a
Pressun Vessel Code h?s evolved over a osriod. of fifteen, to
twenty ye TS [2]. Additions! asformation and failure rnzas
wsre considered. For construction rnsterials, osomatries and
loading conditions* OT Interest Drior to this, the failure rr.czs
of sredorninrint concern was ductile rupture caused by zxz^z-
sive internal pressure. However, as operatins temesraturjs or
the equipment eetsMss -̂suTticisntly hign to cause Signmc:-i*.
time-dependent inelastic deiormation and as ope.-siir.n environ-
ments degraded m-nteriai performance, o'2:ign proceau.-ss 10
protect against other failure mooes were inciuoeo. Prccsoiy
ths two most important additional failure modes, from tn°
point of view of ineicstic material bena"icr, were: (11 cretp-
fatioue and ductile crack extension, driven by plastic cef a -na-
tion; and (2) creep instability and rupture, driven by tirrw-
dependant inelastic deformation.

The essence of desijp is thg treatment of uncertainty —
either in material properties, geometry, or loading — in such
a way that conservatism prevails and public safety is assure;'.
Design rules or eiastic analysis methods can often be devatcped
that account for the various levels of uncertainty through
safety factors, so that conservatism is unquesiioneci. However,
when competing physical processss are present, as in the cass
of low-cycle fatigue and creep, a rule or method that is con-

•Operated by Union Carbide Corporation under contract W-7-J05-eng-
26 with ths U.S. Department of Energy.

"The term loading or load.ng conditions is generalized her* to include
environmental effects, sucit m corrosion, high temceratura, j i i .rracii
tion that promote rn.iierial damage cither in themselves or tr,rcji;n

stress and deformation states.



servative for one process may be unconservative for another.
In addition, experimental or operational proof is difficult to
generate because test times must be comparable to the lifetime
of the component. These considerations have led to a require-
ment for detailed inelastic analysis.

Performance of detailed inelastic analysis has become more
routine in recent years, but it is still usually reserved for the
relatively few components that cannot be shown to meet
design or safety requirements on other bases. Inelastic analysis
is considerably more expensive than elastic analysis, but cost
is not the only disadvantage. Because of the complexity of the
constitutive modeis, a significantly greater amount of material
data is requited, such as temperature-dependent yield data,
hardening moduli, and creep properties. Because the time his-
tory of events affects the results of inelastic analysis to a much
greater degree than it affects the results of elastic analysis,
simplification of the loading history included in the design
specifications is more difficult.

The advantages of simplified analysis methods are well
known. In addition to their low cost of application, which in-
cludes both computational and engineering costs, the analyst
can more readily interpret the rpsults, in terms of design
criteria, without resorting to extensive post-processing. How-
ever, many simplified methods that are generally applicable are
extremely conservative, and conservatism foi more realistic
simplified methods C3n be ainicuit or impossible to prove. It
is this one issue, more th.-n any other, thit has dampened the
enthusiasm for simoiified analysis.

Even methods wrvcrf occasionally produce unconservative
results can be usef«i ior p-i^-mmary design oi components,

•ily when tha major concerns are the estimation of design
r>, screening and sensitivity studios, and guidance for more

detailed analysis. However, when the sim is to provide informa-
tion forfina! stress teoorrj, inc conservatism of the method
must be adequately Demonstrated.

DESIGN METHODS BASED ON ELASTIC ANALYSIS

"Elastic analysis methods" refers here to simplified
methods which require only an elastic analysis of a component
even though inelrstic behavior is known to occur. Let us first
look at the cacti; i.:;;.;!= --.•thods in Code C.-.se f-J-47 [1 ] .

Miller [3] considered the problem of thermal ratchetting
in the absence of creep. He identified the demarcation line (in
a pressure-induced primary versus thermally-induced secondary
stress spac->i between ratchetting and nor.ratchetting for a thin-
walled cylinder subjected to a cyclic uniform heat flux through
the wall and a sustained internal pressure for an elsstic-perfect-
plastic material. 8ree !4,5j extended Niiiler's work to include
the effect of creep. He also showed that in the absence of
creep there were six distinct regions of behavior as shown fn
Fig. 1. The boundaries of these regions were determined by
analysis of the stress and strain distribution through the wall
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FIG. 1 BREE DIAGRAM

as the thermal stress was cycled. Note that Miller's demarca-
tion line between ratchetting and nonratchetting regions cor-
responds to the line in Fig. 1 that separates regions P and Rj
and regions S] andRj.



The elastic analysis methods for ratchatting in Code Case
N-47 [1] have evolved over the last decade from the work by
Bree. Bree actually used a simplified, uniaxially-stressed re-
strained strip model of the thin tube in his analysis. Sub-
sequent work by O'Donnell and Porowski [6 ] , which is the i
basis for Test No. 3 of Code Case N-47, also makes use of :

Bree's one-dimensional model of a thin-walled tube. For this
reason the use of the elastic ratchetting rules, except for those
fhat assure that the structure never yields, arc restricted to
axisymmetric structures subject to axisymmetric loading away
from local structural discontinuities.

In studying the Bree stress and strain distribution through
the wall after the first cycle, O'Donnell and Porowski observed
that, in the S j , S;, and P regions, some portion of the wall
always remains elastic. This is defined to be t in elastic core.
The maximum stress in that region at the hot end of ths cycle
was called the "core stress". O'Donneil and Porowski reasoned
that the average strain accumulation would be restricted by
the elastic core. In particular, the creep strain, that would ac-
cumulate due to the "core stress" is used to bound the average
creep ratchetting strain in the S,, S : , and ? regimes.

In a second paper [5], Bree considered the effects of creeD.
He generated bounds on the averaoe strain accumulation for all
regions of the Brue diagram using the assumption that complete
relaxation to the primary stress level would occur during each
•• vcle. Those bounc s 3re the basis of the Bre? comoleto reiaxa-
ion method, vvi'.icr previews bcunds foi hoi.i tm iv.;;...•: a-'-.a

linear bending strains in all six regimes of :n-j i TO diagram.
More recently O'Donneil and Porov.s:;i [?/ have improved

their creep ratcherti.-.g hounds to include trie erects or strain
hardening and temperature-cenpneî nt yiela strength. Further-
more, they have devsirrrc: bound; tcr the avcracs ratchotting
strain under creep conditions in the- plastic ratchertirv' r.-'.-irnjs
Rj and R; by introducing the concept of a relaxed core
stress. Their method includes sn explicit consideration of the
enhanced creep strain* tnat occurs be causa of the nonlinear
dependence of creep strain on stress. The Bree comple*e relaxa-
tion method does not explicitly account for enhanced creep.
Instead, it relics on the over-conserV3i'5rn of the assumption
of complete relaxation to be sufficient to accommocate any
enhanced creep. These recent improvements by O'Dcmneil and
Porowski are now being considered for inclusion in Code Cr.se
N-47.

There have not been as many major modifications of thte
elastic creep-fatigue rules during the past decode. The elastic
creep-fatigue rules in Code Case N-47 continue to use the j
linear damage rule - ;

i
i

— J < D

•Ttie term enhanced creep refers to the difference between the creel)
Strain in a member with a nonuniform stress distribution and the cije
(train in a merr.ee' with a uniform stress distribution, both distribuj'
tiont having the same average stress. !

U)

where

D = total creep-fatigue damage ,
n = number of applied cycles of loading condition/
Nd = number of design allowable cycles of loading condi-

t ion/
Ar = time duration of loading condition k
Td = allowable time at loading condition k

Some important improvements in the procedures for
predicting creep-fatigue damage from elastic analysis results
have been made. In the area of fatigue damage, Severud J8]
devsloped an improved method for estimating the strain-range
a: a stress concents stion from elastic analysis, based on
Neuber's work. Equation (7) of Code Case 1592-7 [9] which
was intended to account for increased strain due to inelastic
behavior, is:

(2)

where -

e-y = the derived maximum strain for the loading condi-
tion

ec = the elastic strain in the regions under consideration •
exclusive of strain concentrations,

Kf - the theoretical elastic stain concentration factor

cp - the ineiastic strain in the reg;cn under consiceraucr1 -
exclusive of strain concentrat.ons and pss< tr.jrrrji
strains

<f/r ~ peak therm?i strain associated with the peak thermal
stress intensity

Ky = strain concentration factor applied to peak thsrma;
strain component cF. The arocedure for app'ying Eq. 12)
(described in detail by Canpbsll ([101) is ouite laborious,
since Cy must be found for each of six strain comooncnts (t\.,
£y. <-%. "1ry. 7XZ, ~lyz) before determining the component strain,
ranges ana the equivalent strain range. In addition, Eq. \2).
which was devsiop'odto approximate the Neuter equation
without requiring nn iterative solution technique (11 ] , did not
give any strain concentrating effect until the net section yieid-
ed. This was contrary to the Neuber [12] maihod and to
known structural response. Strain concentration; relative- to
the elasticallycclculaied strsa concentration initiate as soon
as local yielding in the notch occurs. However, after not sec-
tion yielding, Eq. (2) gives a rapid increase in stnin concentra-
tion that can lead to large over predictions of maximum strain.

The new Eq. (7) of Code Case N-47 11] developed bv
Severud [S] is:



where

S*

KT

-~r Kec (3)

the derived maximum total equivalent strain for the
loading cycle
the theoretical elastic stress concentration factor for -
the local geometric discontinuity or the fatigue
strength reduction factor applicable for the local
geometric discontinuity considering both the tem-
perature and the loading history
the nominal stress indicator exclusive of the stress
concentration factor end is determined by entering
the stress-strain curve at en

the stress indicator determined by entering the stress-
strain curve at strain K €„

the nominal total equivalent elastic plus plastic strain
for the loading condition exclusive of the rjsometry-
induced local stress concentration, exclusive of peak
thermal strain, and exclusive of creep strain
the creep strain from load controlled stresses and is
determined from the isochronous stress-strain curve
using the load controlled stress intensity. Creep strain
is the difference in strain obtain-so iroi:i the time-
dependent isochronous stress-strain curve for tha
time of the ioad under consideration minus the
strain obtained from the zero-time isochronous
stress-strain curve

peak thermal strain associated with peak thermal
stress intensity

elastic stress concentration factor applied to peak-
thermal strein component, ec. to account for inter-
action with local geometric discontinuities

The stress-strain cjrve used for obtaining values of S* end S
is developed by %.?'•'• r.g the appropriate hot tensile {zero time)
stress-strain curve from ihose tiiven in the Code Case N-47 and
transforming the stress-strain coordinate system.

Other improvements in the elastic fatigue procedures sug-
gested by Ssverud ioj in aoaiiiun to ;i.3 revised Eq. (7), in-
clude: (a) a variable Foisson's ratio in calculating stresses and
strains using elastic e stations to account for iocai thermal
strain cor.centratiors; (b) a modified approach for determin-
ing the equivalent strain range; and (c) an adjusted design
fatigue curve. The us^ of avariabie Poisson's ratio i between
0.3 for purely elastic oehavior and 0.5 for purely piastic be-
havior) helps overcorre the underproduction of equivalent
strain ranee obtained using elastic methods. The modified ap-
proach for determinir.-i the equivalent strain range gives more
conservative valuss, bur is easier to apply because Jess compu-
tation and stress-strain data are required. The design fatigue

curves were lowered by 15 percent in the high cycle region be-
cause the equation for computing the equivalent strain range
assume; a Poisson's ratio of 0.5, which results in a 15 percent
underprediction of the maximum principal strain range during
elastic cycling.

Perhaps the most novel approach recently put forth as a
creep-fatigue damage assessment is that of Houtman (13-14).
The approach stems from the observation of the similarities
between one-dimensional inelastic analysis of infinite plates
and thin-walled cylinders subjected to cyclic thermal loading.
The crucial display of this similarity is a plot of an inelastic
strain correction factor versus an elastic stress ratio for a
number of companion elastic and inelastic analyses of plates
and cylinders with varying wall thicknesses and temneraiure
histories. From escii eicstic analysis, the peak effective itri-ss,
the metal temperature (at the time and the location of C-CSK
effective stress), the elastically-calculated effective strain, end
time are recorded. From the corresponding inelastic ana vsis,
the effective inelastic strain at that time and location is rscord-
ed. The inelastic strain correction factor, Kr. is the rct;c c: tr>;
effective inelastic strain to the elastically-calcuJafd effect.vs
strain. The elastic stress ratio is the pe3k clasticaily-caic Kia
effective stress, Sn, normalized by the 0.2 cercont crfse: y -J.d
stress, Sy, at the temaerature of tne peak stress po;r.:. A
typical'plot used by Houtman 114] is shov.Ti in rig. 2. r-";
states that Kc is virtually reputable for additional c--c:-:s.
since no mean strers cue to mechanical loading is ava;ijc e to
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FIG. 2 INELASTIC STRAIN CORRECTION FACTOR,
K£,VS ELASTIC STRESS RATIO, Sn/Sv,, TAKEN FROM

REF. [14]. Sn IS THE ELASTICALLY-CALCULATED
EFFECTIVE STRESS AND Sy iS THE 0.2% OFFSET

YIELD STRESS



drive the inelastic strain. He also points out that substantial
variations in plastic properties (±20 percent in the yield stress
•nd order-of-magnitude changes in the ratio of tanr?nt
modulus to Young's modulus) do not alter the K( signifi-
cantly^

In order to use this information in a creep-fatigue evalua-
tion, one begins with the elastic stresses and strain for a cyclic
temperature history. At the time of peak stress (strain), the
elastic stress ratio is computed and the total inelastic strain
estimated from K(. The maximum stress at the beginning of
the creep hold period is found by using this inelastic strain and
its corresponding stress at to.'r.nirsfire, kinematic hardening
unloading to reverse yislding at the steady-state operating
temperature, and compline: reversal of strain through pic.tic
flow at the operating temperature. The relaxation of this stress
is then calculated during the held cjriod. Strain ranqo and
stress versus time during the hold period are then available for
calculating fatigue and creep damage iVicrements.

GEOMETRIC SIMPLIFICATION

Geometric simplifications Mkej many forms. The most
common is a reduction .n the numb'r of sostiai dimensions
being coriiiii-.'rfd, s:;;'i -s cno- or two-dimsiisional analysis,
rather than fui! tnree-diro -nsional ca.^ji.'-uoris. A siiyru varia-
tion would involv-i th;- us- of persersiî ea dsMormsvon para-
meters in one or tn"*c- riimjrisir-,-;.

A restriction on t::<; mc.jnituti:: of d'-fcrmation, such as in-
' : . ; . i ! stnrns cr moderate rotations, is e!:o considered ;o

. yoomeiric sirvaii'ication. In view o\ tne cenc-r al tiasicn
requirement to 'irr.it strai-s in ord:r to avoid fatigue and
ductility exhaustion. t-.'S-.jners are :e!<'jm tcced with finite
strain conditions. However, finite rotations are occasionally
needed to carry out buckling calculations for imperfection-
sensitive structures. Therefore, a mathod for taking imparfec-
tions into account, wltnout actusi.y conciucvig a ceometricu-
ly nonlinear analysis, would represent a geometric simplifica-
tion.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

A considerate amount of preliminary design work is based
Upon one-rlimcnsior :l analysis, especially in regions of vessels
and components that are devoid of abrupt cross-'cctional
changes. A common approach is 10 use two- or th.'tfe-dimen-
sional elastic analysis in orusr IO Ui.nv«j i.-.e equiu.^urn values
of the resultants to '.;•; used in one-dimensional ineinstic anal-
ysis. Usually the resultant of interest is the axial mumbrane
force which is required to sai.. ,• pressure equilibrium. Gen-
eralized plane strain conditions are applied to the one-ciimen-
iional analysis model, ro that {hs axial resultant is effectively
applied to ail axial d:o:ees of freedom at the same vme.

One of the first effects to develop a one-dimensional (axi-
symmetric generalized plane strain) computer program of
some generality is described by Barsoum [15] who buiit upon
the work of Miller [3] , Bree [4,5], and Burgreen [16]. This
simplified analysis tool, called CREPLACYL, has been employ-
ed in design evaluation [17]. Two-dimensional and three-
dimensional mod-sis are elastically analyzed in order to deter-
mine the appropriate far-field loading conditions for the cne-
dimensional cylindrical reometry. The inelastic strain range
and the nominal stress intensity are determined so that creep-
fatinue and ratchetting can be evaluated.

Such extended one-dimensional analysis tools are now
wideiy available. In addition, any general purpose inelastic
program cart be executed, relatively inexpensively, in the axi-
symmetric Generalized plane strain mode, as indicated by a
recent Japanese study [18]. Unfortunately, while the simplifi-
ed methods involving tnese tools are sometimes conrsrvitive,
no general rationale for numerically establishing trie stress
resultants (including shear resultants, as well as internal pres-
sure and axial force) is available. An inability to capture the
character pi creep strain concentrations caused by elastic
follow-up would seem to be inevitable.

An exhaustive study of the ability of one-dimensional in-
elastic methods to simulate the benavior of a two- or tnree-
dimensiunai sV.:c;Lr* was conducted by Sartory ard YSnr
[19i. Several alternative tyoas of neneraiized force csfcrTii-
tica simulations were attempted, but they were eitner s-.jn-
ficantly nonconscrv5t;ve (in many instances) for fcsth ratchet-
ting strain uno crtsp-raticue damace or were so overiy con-
servative as to be impractical. In every case, the elasticailv-
calculated local primary stress intensity was reproduced in th"
one-dimensional ir.slcstis analyses by ar.;ustinc; ir.s oiessurs
loading, keeping tha axi.il loading ur.cnanqed. An til.'siicaily-
calculated eclro moment or rotation was aDPlisd to s;rr.;jis:6
the seconcary stress due to ihrouch-the-wai! thermal cr>ia:onts.
The applied rotation tencsd to be unconservative. due to stress
relaxation, while methods for describing va;;:c3 of moment
were vastly overcenssrv&tive, du: to trie prevention OJ stress
relaxation. Thus, although one-c.msnsional analyses are widely
used, rules that assure their conservation have yet to ba
developed.

COARSE GRID ANALYSIS

The cost of a finite element analysis can be reduced by
decreasing the number of elements that are used to model the
structure. Thus two-dimensional geometries can be inelastical-
ly analyzed at a reasonable cost and in a reasonable time if an
extremely coarse grid is used. Although peak values may not
be predicted well, this approach has tne definite advantage of
accounting for the low-order interaction of the various por-
tions of the structure. By low-order, we mean that average
values of the two-dimensional stress fieid are probably reason-



able, but that bending stresses require scrutiny. Accurate values
of bending stresses depend upon the grid's ability to capture -
curvature, normally a weak point in a coarse grid analysis.

Steep thermal gradients through the wall of a component Xt
are even more troublesoms for a coarse-grid analysis. The^upi
strain distribution that can be modelled by the few elements
across the thickness does not approximate the thermal expan-
sion strains produced by the steep thermal gradients. The
error in matching these thermal expansion strains is projected,
in some cases (depending upon the finite element formulation
used), onto the higher dilatational deformation modes of the
elements, resulting in fictitiously larc;s hydrostatic stresses.
For low-order elements, the highest d2.;ormation modes are
coupled dilatational-shear (keystone) modes. Studies by
Barsoum and Loomis [20] indicate that deviatonc stresses
and strains are unattectcd by the h:r.h hydrostatic stresses,
but this finding can only be true under a restricted set of
conditions, such as the absence of shear, and should not be
generalized.

It should also be pointed out that a cor.vjrged finite cle-
ment solution contains virtually no strain energy in the high-
est deformation modes. Thus, the. presence of the fictitiously
large hydrostatic stresses is a signal thac the results obtained
are questionable. The doviatoric stresses may be fortuitously
correct for two reasons: (a) the axial 3rd circumferential bond-
ing arc captured entireiy by element exter iicrui deformation
(true only for iow-c.^r elc-rr.or.tci; or fr>i ir.s shear stress

igh the cross-section is negngiDie boccuse the structure
... .fiin. If this is the case, since the effective stress and the in-
elastic strains are functions only of the rieviatoric stresses, tha
strain limit and creep-'atigue damage evaluations rr;ay be
reasonable.

SPECIAL PIPE AND BEND ELEMENTS

The application of simoiifieri analysis to piping components
remains in a very preliminary stare. An ehstic analysis of a full
piping run is often used 10 iocate hiehly-stress^d regions and
local inelastic analysis of tiiese regions (e.g., an aibovv) arr; then
performed to provide csiaiied information on stress leveis and
strain concentrations. This clean scc-.ration is !sss IKn in
actual practice becau:e of uncertainty in tho feedback mech-
anisms between local and niobal regions.

A more direct approach iias been oroposcd by Workman
and Rodabaug'n [2' i ] . The piping computer program PIRAX2
represents an attempt to extend simoiiiied elastic-piBJtic pip-
ing analysis, where ovalizstion of elbows due to elastic-nlaitic
deformation is accounted for by flexibility factors (22] end
where curved beam theory describes the longitudinal response
to creep/relaxation behavior. The irncortant additional as-
sumptions required are that: (a) the structural lesponse of a
curved pipe can be approximated by curved beam theory with
flexibility factors to account tor ov3lizaticr. due to elastic.

plastic, and creep deformation; (b) only steady-state creep is
modeled; and (c) inelastic strains due to axial, bending, and
torsional loading can be uncoupled. Boyle and Spence [23]
have questioned some of these assumptions and have- argued
that the problem cannot be legitimate/y simplified in this way.
Nevertheless, they have produced a code which employs
similar assumptions [24]. Other alternatives have become
available, largely due to various extensions of the finite ele-
ment method. They are discussed below.

The extension of axisymmetric finite element formulations
to pipe bends was first documented by Marcal [25]. Conven-
tional axisymmetric shell elements model the deformation of
the pipe in a cross-stctional plane. In this respect, the formula-
tion resembles that for a complete toroidal shell. However,
additional deformation modes, in the form of bending cnu
stretching longitudinally aionq the pipe, are couDled to the axi-
symmetric sheil modes througn ihe adoition of a nodaJ point
with three cogrees of freedom [26]. These three degrees of
freedom represent relative normal motion, relative in-plane
rotation, and relative out-ot-plane rotation of one end plane
of the pipe bend with respect to the other. The additional
nodal point. is asjumsd to be connected to each pair of nccal
points defining an axisymmetric element in the cross-secticnai
plane. Because of this connectivity, phenomena sucri as elbow
ovaiization due to i.vplsr-.e bending are captured, with tn<*ac-
curacy of the mode! dependent upon both the axisymmetric
shell modeling of the cvaiiM'ion and the longitudinal rr.ocsi-
irn along the bend.

For the particular simplified elbow finite element in tr-e
MARC general purpose program, the cioice of one addiuoriji
node per elbow sect'on with degrees of freeoom implies tn.-st
stretch and curvature arc constant aionrj each section. Ti'.iS, in
turn, implies that ccmpatibilitv of derormation is not rr,c.r.*.j;n-
ed from section to section, which implies tnat monotonic
convergence of tne approximate solution cannot ba guaran-
teed as a function of cecreasing element rizs.

An alternative method has been suggested by Ohtsubo and
Wat an a be (27, 28; that is referred to as the finite ring element
method. Rather than assuming constant stretch and curvsture,
i.hu ring element deformations are approximated by secend-
order Hermitian polynomials along ths longitude of the pioa
band between two transverse cross-sectional planes. Tne cs-
formation in tho circumferential direction around the cross
section is r-pproximated by trigoncmetric functions. The strain-
displacement relations of thin shell theory are adopted; how-
ever, while shearing strains through the thickness are assumed
negligible, shearing strain in the shell surface is retained, in-
plane and out-of-plane deformations are assumed to be un-
coupled, with complementary sets of trigonometric functions
chosen accordingly. Each ting element has 12 m degrees of
freedom, where m is the number of trigonometric Fourier
coefficients. Integrc-.lon of the stiffness matrix requires, 'cr
rcasonaoie accuracy, sor.,i i:.;riy-^o Gauss points in the cir-



jumferential direction and four Gauss points in the longi-
tudinal direction. Interelement compatibility is presumably
satisfied.

This element may or may not fall into the simplified me-
thods category, depending upon comparative computational
effort with full shell models. For instance, the number of
Gaussian integration points and the number of degrees of
freedom are roughly commensurate with a relatively crude,
doubly-curved shell giid. Another point that requires investiga-
tion is the effect that the lack of adequate rigid-body motion
will have on convergence.

Other variations of the Ohtsubo-W3tanabe formulation are
under development. One, by Bathe and Almeida [29i, employs
isoparametric coordinates along the longitude of the eibow in
order to describe both the geomotry, the curved-bs?:m deforma-
tions, and the longitudinal variation in ovalization. The circum-
ferential variation in ovalization is treated by trigcnomstiic
functions, similar to Ohtsubo and VVaranabu. At present, four
nodes and four ovalization displacement patterns are used in
the longitudinal direction for each eibow element. This cor-
responds to a cubic interpolation pattern. Again, the number
of integration point1; in both the circumferential (trinonome-
trie) and longitudinal (isoparametric) d rections in order to
achieve accuracy m.iv bs-s'jen as to Drcscribo the use of this
element as a simplified analysis method. Bathe ana Almeida
currently recomrr.c-ru: Newton-Cotes integration formulas,
instead of Giuis, -n i:.;c:.:r;,.-.o.-., •......••. ;n.--;e ;>c TO ii.rcuc1-. ..->=

wall thickness, five points longitudinsilv, ana er. vet twelve or
*>venty-fbur points circumfersntiaily, demanding uoon ;ne

in-plane or out-of-pir-rn). Other r-itornririv"; mi~ht
iowsr-order approximation to tno icr.gitudinal varia-

tion in ovalization.

CONSTITUTIVE SIMPLIFICATION

There are many possible constitutive simplifications. In this
section we discuss only those simplified models that relate to
the two fundamental z':ca analysis situations of elevated tem-
perature design: (1) the recistribution o.f stress due to time-
dependent material ber.avior, end (2) the redistribution of
stress due to combined time-dependent and tima-indepenasnt
material behavior.

When the loading on the structure is monotonic, solutions
for either situation are fairiy straightforward, provided that
any residual stresses existing prior to loading are known, or
•re insignificant. If the ecuilibrating stresses are below yield,
their distribution is due solely to time-dependent relaxation
of the highest values, with a corresponding transfar of load to
the adjacent lower stressed regions. Coiculations for this situa-
tion are relatively simple with modern computational tools,
since the initial strain method [30] does not requirs modifica-
tion of the sttffr-.-ss matrix. When an implicit treatment ot
creep behavior is attempted [31 j , the stiffness matrix is modi-

fied and larger time steps can be taken in the analysis; how-
ever, implicit formulations are the exception rather than the
rule.

When time-independent inelasticity accompanies the time-
dependent inelasticity, the problem is a little more complex.
At stresses near yield, the creep rates are sufficiently high to
sharply affect convergence of the explicit initial strain method.
Also, under some conditions, additional yielding csn occur
during time-dependent stress redistribution. Both these effects
cause computational problems. One approach that is used is to
lump the primary creep, where the creep strain rates and stress
relaxation rates are highest, witn the plasticity.

An example of a simplified method of inelastic analysis for
monotonic loading is the isochronous stress-strain method,
usea i..y Sobsl for creep analysis of piping elbows ana aiscuss-
ed in Ref. [32]. In attempting to evaluate the time-depenoent
deformation characteristics of elbows tested at elevated tem-
perature, it was observed that creep analysis was consicersDly
more expensive thnn elastic-plastic (time-independent) cefor-
mation analysis. To reduce the analysis costs, the monotonic
creep response was predicted using a related elastic-ptast.s anal-
ysis. This isochronous stress-strain curve for the desir»d ::-st
time was used as the stress-strain curve in an etastic-pias*-c
analysis. The calculated deformation was interoretea as trie
deformation t.ijt would occur at the test time treat corr^cona-
ed to the isochronous curve. Fin. 3 shows the compsrisoi ce-
i.'.'jin results ,ro:ri r.n X.LUI cr..<:- analysis £r»i this s;rr^ ' ' :..
motnod in terms of rotation versus normalized load.

When tne loading is evefic, *ne issue of simplified me^scic
analysis is mixh more complex. After loading into ths ~: -:z:c
range, with perhaos sorr.a lime-acpenuent stress reoistr.-j:-on
and further ineL-siic deformation 3s the result cf a hoic r;r:od
at elevated temperature, removal or reversal of the taac --'zs
to residual stress ststes that strongiy influence the subses'jenr
response of tne structure. These residual stresses an a: ro.p-

FIG. 3 ROTATION AT 2000 h VS LOAD LEVEL IN AN
EL3OW SUBJECTED TO AN IN-PLANE ELBOW-CLOSING

MOMENT [32]



/ul in shaking the structure down to elastic behavior. Time-
dependent material response has the effect of relieving these
residual stresses however.

A number of simplified approaches to this interaction be-
tween residual stresses and time-dependent deformation are
now covered by the rules of Code Case N-47. An extremely
conservative approach is not to take any credit for favorable
residual stresses after unloading. This method, termed the
Bree complete relaxation approach was mentioned previously
and is discussed in some detailed in Ref. [32].

Bounding techniques, which have been adequately reviewed
elsewhere [32], make use of ic^r.lî oTicns of the material bs-
havior in order to develop bounding solutions. For example,
elastic-perfect-plastic behavior and a Norton creep law (strain
rate, an exponential function of stress) are often assumed.

VALIDATION OF SIMPLIFIED METHODS

The Oak Ridce National Laboratory (ORNL) and selected
subcontractors have, for the past several years, been assessing
the conservatism of existing simplified elastic analvsis methods.
Their approach has been to compare results from tne simpli-
fied methods with results frcm detailed inelastic analyses. Trie
simplified methods are said to be conservative ana vai-a :.' :r.o
accumulated strains precicted by the simo.'ified methocs are
greater than those predicted by detailed inelastic analysis, and
if the simplified (•:•::•>•:.-> crceo-fst-r-.e ruios yieic a s:~sa::sr
number of allowc-ba cv< ies than do tne inciastic crecj-fatio;:;
rules. This approach assumes th3t the inelastic analysis results
are valid. Validation of the irslastic analysis results has boon
addressed elsewhere '33;. Some of the cany work [34] pro-
duced baseline ineiastic resuiis for a series of infinite pines and

: an intersection CT h pips a~d spherics, sncil. Assessment of
i.icimal ratchetting rules were ?rnpnasizc-d in the early work,
but the program has been exDsndod xo examine tha aoihty oi
simplified methods to predict creen-f3tic;ue damans as weii as
ratchetting. That work has been carried out in two chssas.

Yahr and Scrtcry [19} have S'jrr"n2r;;cci tne first phase of
the ORNL prorjram. Nine axisymmetric geometries were ex-
amined, including notched and stapped-w-jil cylindrical shells,
subject to a ref erer.ee duty cycle involving a thermal down-
shock, depressurization, repressurization, rehect to tempera-
ture, and a creep hold ponod. FIQ. 4 illustrates the tnermal
and mechanical load nistocrams for this cycle. The transient
temperature and the inelastic rcsoonse were deterrnir.se; icr
ten duty cycles. Then, each geometry and loading was elas-
tically analyzed for cne duty cycle. The elastic results were
used in the evaluation of ratchetting strains, accoraing to the
O'Donneil-Porov.ski method i i ] and the Bree complete relaxa-
tion method [5] , and in elastic creep-fatigue evaluations ac-
cording to the ASME CC N-47 rules [1] . Also, one-dimensional
axisymmetric (generalized plane strain) inelastic solutions were
obtained.

HOLD
TEMPERATURE

HOLD TEMPERATURE -166°C

abede
TIME

FIG. 4 THERMAL AND MECHANICAL LOAD
HISTOGRAMS FOR SEVERAL OF THE ORNL

AXISYMMETRIC GEOMETRIES. TAKEN f-ROM
REF. [19]

The major findings of this study were:
1. Tho veneration of repetitive cycies afis' tne z'v.rti cr

fourth cycle was aosarent; this was true in spiie of the cosorva-
tion that increasing patterns of strain were oresent in nM-y
C.TOS.

2. The O'Donnsil-Porowski and Bree method: wers r-?n-
erai'v conservative, sometimes extremely conservative, n corn-
psrrion to detailed ir.ebstic results: two in?:;ic3s of no-.co,--
servatirm (a notched section and several thxk-wall-ja rcc-.lcnsi
were easily resolved througn slight mcaiiicaiions &t crocecure.

3. Ono-dimensioiial inelastic solutions c.a not prouuee
uni:ormly conscr.-stive predictions. &.

A set of thrce-dimonsional inc'sstic analyst wes also includ-
ed in the ORNL program to test the validity of simniifisd
methods for such structures. Combustion Engineering -.vith a
group uncier R. S. iiarsoum [20,35], computed the response
of a nozzle-to-cylinrisr geometry for a little more than t'-roa
cycles. At Atoms'-: Jnfjrnationsl Division of Rockweil inter-
national, Y. S. Pan (35! computed one cycle of the response
of a nozz!e-to-spherica! shell geometry. The latter preb'ern wes
nonaxisymmetric b-.cjuse a bending moment was applied to
the nozzle in addition to internal pressure and thermal down-
shocks en the int:-T-;i rurface. The geometries analyzed in the
two studies are shown in Fias. 5 and 6. The elastic ratchettinq
and creep-fatigue rules were always conservative in the inter-
section regions of both the nozzle-to-shell problems.

Winkel [37] has described experience at Hanford Engineer-
ing Development Laboratory (HEDL) with simplified inelastic



NOZZLE-TO-CYLINDRICAL SHELL
(IHX INLET NOZZLE)

16" 0 0 X 0.375" WALL

76" 1 D X
1.675" WALL

FIG. 5 NOZZLE-TO-CYLINDRICAL SHELL GEOMETRY
ANALYZED BY COMBUSTION ENGINEERING (UNDER

ORNL SUBCONTRACT), SEE REFS. [20,35).
THE GEOMETRY IS THE SA.'.'E AS THE FFTF IHX

INLET NOZZLE, AND THE LOADING INVOLVED AN
OUT-OF-PLANH .YC.-.iWT LOADING ON THE NOZZLE,

AN INTERNAL PRESSURE. AND A REPEATED

INTERNAL TUTfJ.1., \L [3O.VNSHCCK

NOZZLE-TO-SPKEF.CAL SHELL

-3 '00 X
0375" V.'ALL :

JUNCTION DETA'L
(TYPES 304)

76" I. D. X 1 ;S75" WALL

FIG. 6 NOZZLE-TO-SPHERICAL SHELL GEOMETRY

ANALYZED BY ATCV.ICS INTEP.T'AT:— :. \;-^:r:
ORNL SUBCONTRACT!. SEE REF. [3=!. THE LOADING

INCLUDED A NOZZLE BENDING r/OYENT. AN
INTERNAL PRESSURE. AND A REPEATED

INTERNAL THERMAL JC'.VNSHCCK. THE PROBLEM
WAS THUS NONAXISYWVETRIC.

analysis methods that have been developed during the design
of the Fast F.lux Test Facility (FFTF). One of the validation
exercises compared the ratchetting predicted using the Eree
[5 ] , O'Donnell-Porowski [1 ] , and one-dimensionaf cylinder
analysis methods with the ratcheting predicted by rigorous
inelastic analyses for various plant components. Only the Bree
method was conservative for all of the 20 ca:es examined. Both
the O'Donnell-Porowski and one-dimensional cylinder analyses
were generally conservative; both were unconservaiive in five
of the cases, however.

Another HEDI. study described by Winkel [37] involved a
straight pipe subjected to a constant bending moment and
rapid cooldown transients on the inside surface. The only de-
parture from a one-dimensional cylinder prooiem was the non-
axisymmetric bending moment. The objective of This study
was to investigate the conferva;ism of replacing the beam bend-
ing stress with an axisymmetric stress equal to tne peaK bond-
ing value. One-dimjnsicnj! cyiincer approximation; were oar-
formed for both the tensile and ccmpressive sides of the beam,
with tf.s peak benti;r.g y.rbss "smeared" axisymmetrically. in
all damage categories the rigorous solution 'was oounced by at
least one of the cne-cimonsional cylinder analyses. Bastd upon
this case study and rtla:sa experiences at HEDL. it was con-
ceded :hst axbymrrst'ic smear.ng of a so am bending stress is
a reasonable simpiificst.an. However, considers:'" ~ " " t i?
given tc bot.'i ti-.c to.-is,.e and cernpressive sices or tne b jc- i
to ob'.nin conserva.iv; reyjlts.

Gangadharsn et 5/. iGoj used :ncre3sir,g;y complex anaivses
in their structural c-vo'ujtion of the orimary scciunt in:st r.oz-
zle of the Fas: FIJX Ttst Faculty's intermeasate heat exc~::.".5-:r
(FFTF-IHX) csii^"- MH 3xi;ymTiatric rr.oce! of tne r.czz'.:-. ana
outer shell was first .;:-i:::yzed elssticaliy. (Tneir justices;.on
for replacing tne cv;ip jrical outar sheil by an axisymmetr.c
spherical sh?il witn twice the radius is b2:cc upon the ar.r..-
ment that the syite.-i :nocr.sn:csi ioac; ere niinor con; r.^jt3rs
to the stresses and deformations; instead, tr.srmai gradi^iiti
£nro;3 tho '."•'-ll ~~- '.rt rcsultir.?} -.t.-2:s:s, v.r;:;ri ;;;ey bi.-:i-:.ta
are influonccd on;y sii;:'uly be gjometry, sre o: major concern/.
Critical locations identified from the eisitic anaivsis were tnen
examined by the 5ree method J5i usinr; the average circum-
ferential stress across t.'ie section as tne crimsrv stress com-
ponent and the "r.j\inu:.n principal stress difference {for ther-
mal stress only) as the secondary coniporent. Tr.es.e stres;-JS
were normaiired by ir.: strength at the highest temperature in
the ;vs:Dgram. Tl.- cs:..-.t-jtcd raiciiettipg strains, which ls:;r
proved to be dra:ticaiiy conservative, exceeded the design limit
of 1 percent, so additional analysis was required. One-dimen-
sions! ir.ehr.'C -?n?!v-:?s ware then carried out in a second ef-
fort to demonstrate tr.at tne IXH design was ad3quate. Ti'.e
thick-walled cylii'.dcr was given an inrj.v radius corresponding
to the distance along a normal drawn from the nozzle throat
inner surface (at the critical location) to the nozzle axis. An
internal pressure sufficient to equilibrate an average circum-



;tial stress-equivalent to that calculated elastically from
jxisymmetric analysis was applied. An axial stress resultant
ivalent to the average, elastically-calculated meridional

,js at the section was also applied. These mechanical load-
,js were varied during a cycle as follows: (a) for a reactor

rffam transient the mechanical loads vanish during the thermal
downshock, but are held at full value during heat-up and elevat-
ed temperature hold conditions; (b) for a control-rod drop,
ttfe mechanical ioads are maintained at full value. The linear
thermal gradient is calculated from the maximum linearized
circumferential thermal strets during the cycle. All material
properties are the values at maximum cycle temperature. One
would expect such conservative assumptions to yield conserva-
tive results; in this case, the "conservative" results indicated
that no ratchetting would jeeur nv.d that cumulative creep-
faticjiie damage was negligible.

Finally, a detailed £x::vir:rn?tric model of the 1HX was in-
elastically analyzed. As was true 'or the one-dimensional in-
elastic analyses, these results showed that the damage due to
creep-fatigue and ths ratcheting strains were within the allow-
ables. Unfortunately, r.o detailed numerical comparisons
between the dstailed insl.-stic analysis and the one-aimerisional
analysis were provided, so the studv cannot be used to justify
the use of one-dimensionai an;.iys:s.

Kama!, Chern, and P21 [29] , under the sponsorship of
ORiNL, have used cetaiied '.neiastic analysis results [40] ob:a.n-
cd in support of the cos!7:: ~f X".e Ciinch River eres-.-jr Kcnc-
t'ir Project int?rmi.'dia:s h-zsz exc:"-.;"; •' X'FP.^P-iHX. cs the
basis for evaluating tho use cf sii-p.pSifisd structural rr.ccsis. Tha
simplified mode-is cons co.-ed.includs trie gsneralizoa pls.no
strain, axisymmetric thick-waiied cylinder [41 j , which 13 ap-
plicable when the t:\0rn12i io.Hiinc :n t;vi actual s.uuc.ut-2 is
dominated by Uto tiiroucii-ihe-wall temperature gracierst, .~nd
the finite cylindrical s.hsll [421 , which is ofjpronriate v:r.or, the
meridional temperature nr.iaient becomes comment. From the
thermal elastic analysis results of the copied finite eierr::rit
model, critical areas •.vote identified, a'rrsnsions of xw nrr.Dii-
iied model were selected, andjssoeutau Ica^inc histograms
were derived. Inelastic 3"̂ K-=>s usir.n cr-'>:cn* computer coast
were then performed to simulate me stress-strain conations of
these critical areas. The method was appiisd to th2 primary in-
let nozzle ond "Y" junction of tnc Cr.3np-lr:X for which de-
tailed inelastic analysis results for six unit load cycies \\?<rs
available for comparison.

It was concluded (3Sj that the simplified approach us-
ing cylindrical structural models has the capability to simulate
the trend of the stress variations tor critical areas of complex
structural shapes subjected to time varying loads, but teenni-
(lues assuring conser;atism of the method were not found. Less
satisfactory results, but still useful for screening analysis, were
obtained for the "Y" junction. The one-dimensional model
used to assess creep dc.nage shows promise but needs further
development. The results obtained using the one-dimensicnal

(cylindrical) computer codes demonstrated the usefulness of
this type of.simplified analysis approach for screening analyses.

An international piping benchmark effort [43) wss recently
completed which included both simplified and detailed soiu-
tions to three piping problems for which experimental dsta
were available. In general, detailed inelastic analysis metnods
provided greater predictability of deformation than the simp-
lified methods. The simplified methods, as a rule, preriict.d
greater amounts of deformation than measured, althougn the
results varied widely. Some detailed methods encountered dif-
ficulty where nonconstant loading, large deiormations, cr non-
linear structural Dehavior were present. The simplified methods
were less capable of predicting structural recDonsn to load
changes (subsequent to initial loading) involving piasticiry or
creep. This lack of capability sometimes led to larga d i : : ree-
ment betwoon analysis and experimental results. It was con-
cluded, however, since relative expense of performing 3 ;.r.ip-
lified analysis may be as much as an order of magnitude !?ss
than that for a detailed analysis, that there is an important
role for such simplified techniques where aoplicable. A
thorough understanding of the simplifications ana the rsmifisa-
tior.s on results obtained is essential in utilization of sucn tech-
niques.

The Pressure Vessel Research Committee's (PVnC't S1.0-
committ&e on Elevated Temperature Designjs presently ton-
ducting an international b-jiicnm;rK project in which si;*"-.'r:id
methods are eppiiou by various investigators 'z three b-":^'v
mark problems; (1) tr.^rnul ratc.nettirg c: j cylinder ; r ; t .s
being tcstod by tha French: (2) cyclic cieeo ratcnettips CT a
cylinder tnat has USL'n rested by ORNL [44]; &'.a i3) eve ;:
thermal loading 01 a nozzie-to-rpfere con:i;:jrstion tnat " ::
^.^r. zc.'.-jzzii ex'.ensivj.v c1/ OP.TiL. Tr.s csjective o; . •
rVRC project is to provicx a compsrison of a variety ci s-cn-
iifieri mstnoEs of itielsjijc analysis with exrjrimtntal re--..•••.3
a::d detailed inei-istic tnciysis. extensive computational rc-j iu
havfi been obtained from worKers in the U.S.. United Xlr::.^^,
Frsnca, and Jcpcn. An intorpretivo report has baen orenirea
on t'io Jiist two bsixnmafK proi:l"ms {451 to mase the re:uit;
availjbie and provide assessment cf simplified methocs of
analysis basud on the cotr-iiid comparisons.

Examination of each of these problems reveals that ths
simplified methods, since they are "local" in nature, ccnr.ot
readily capture the lead transfer from adjacent reqions of dif-
fering flexibility. It seems clear that good rcsur.s iboin con-
servative ,:;id accurate) can be obtained when flexibilities are
relatively uniform. An improved method is needed for tr.cjs
areas where this requirement is not met.

CONCLUSIONS

This review of simplified methods of design analysis at
elevated tenperature has focused on historical developments
of the past decade, with occasional references to prior pioneer-



.'ing developments. This section of the review will attempt to
summarize the current state of the art, followed by a projec-
tion of the role that advanced developments may play in the
future.

We begin by observing that the three major issues are as-
sured conservatism, cost effectiveness, and interpretation of
results. The situation with respect to conservatism of simplified
methods is improving, primarily as the result of ccmp.-ciit;nsive
studies such as those conducted at ORNL and HEDL. Currently
recommended methods have been evaluated and, in some cases,
extended. Such studies hjve provided the impetus for a critical
evaluation of bounding techniques, which can be rigorously
defended on con:erva:ive grounds. Many of these bounding
techniques have teen discussed by Nickell {32] with the
general conclusion that the Brae and U'Donncii-Porowski
results can be bst-.ar understood within a bounding method
framework.

Cost effectiveness is .in item that is also of high priority in
design. These costs can bo attributed to computation itself and
to pre- and postcompuTition engineering costs. Simplified
methods have had a srriificsnt effect in reducirg bo'.h c st -
components by erabii'.q me ci"iign anaiyst to produce ap-
proximate r?r-':!t; "•: :~'<.hf r"'i -fficlrrv!'' "rier TO. .v.ri some-
times precluding v-c. r.'-B-j for. d2;ailt:a nonlinear analysis. First,
the simplified rr3ti"ods cencaily roojire ioss orennaiysis pre-
paration c f d:.t:.. s v - rid, :.;ne simti;if: r tn"hn;c;L1-:o ."-"'j TD c.3
less iubjdt; ;o srrzr :. -,:; mexoDnsu - *o execute. As s consequ-
ence, when deleted ror.hn.oar anaiysi. is reauired, tne designer
is guided by pi'j'.ici:s simplified csicuintions which, in turn,
provide a chco; rn "."•_• re;uii; from i:;ore complex mod:?';.
Another useful rDS.-:j:;on of simp.itisd analysis metneess is
the extent to v.\~icn t~.a ctic-ds of veri^tiens in loading, uso-
metry, or niu". :-'. ::-•.- ::'<o: can h» invostinaioa i;i parjrr.nrnc
form. Thus, tra-.J; a::i rorr.sxirr.ss 1:3 established, with oarhaas
only a fin.;l venT'ca^cn provided by detailed nonlinear analysis.

Such parcny.vic siudiss !ead n.-turaiiy t^ tne third concern —
the interpretit:i.n o' recu';;. 1 he pr:nciosl consideration of
the analyst is i re zux ;:-ciicn oi desipn a.lowacies, such as
those for inelr-stlc str3in rotchetrin^ •r.r.'i r.repp-f.itipuo damage.
For detailed non:i:iriar analvsis, the volume of" outrun pjneratcd
is massive and Dost:;race:si"T ?s essential for screening end
transforming tr.s c;;t3 into a visuaiiV-tractabie format. At tno
same time, the psstpf ocs:sor enn evnii.'P'e the results accord-
ing to the des.^n ru'.s ancJ cr'".iia. Simpiific-d rrsihods play a
role in this case cy p-ovidinq the designer v;ith infiependsnt
results that he!r> to i >ntify any uiscrcpancies in the results.

Simplified ar.aiys s methods ore apt to become more com- •
plex, blurring the distinction; between simpiiiisa ;.nd detailed
analysis. For exc.mpic, ss the ratio of comouting co:i to
engineering cost decreases, two-dimensional inelastic analysis
will become rne-3 rar'.nc, fjraduaiiy repiacing somo of the
one-dimension?.! (rrrv-aliz'-'d plane strain) calculators that
•re now performed. Ejjnding methods will likely bo routinely

applied in two dimensions with an occasional application to
three-dimensional problems. Three-dimensional elastic calcula-
tions will probably remain the norm.
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